Introduction to VoiceThread

Webinar Objectives
- Explain what VoiceThread is
- Discuss how VoiceThread can enhance teaching and learning
- Provide examples of incorporating VoiceThread
- Demonstrate how to use VoiceThread

Webinar Overview
- What is VoiceThread?
- Why is it important?
- How is it being used?
- How can I use it?
- A demonstration

What is VoiceThread?
A web-based tool for having conversations around images, documents, videos, and presentations.

Why is VoiceThread important?

How can I use VoiceThread?

How a VoiceThread is being used?
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- discuss how VoiceThread may enhance teaching and learning
- propose ideas for incorporating VoiceThread
- commitment to VoiceThread
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What is VoiceThread?
A web-based tool for having conversations around images, documents, videos, and presentations.

How can I use VoiceThread?
Discussions
Projects
Tutorials
Presentations
Reviews

How is VoiceThread being used?

Why is VoiceThread important?
Asynchronous
Engaging
Virtual
Interactive

Download:
http://www.voicethread.com
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Webinar Objectives

After this webinar, you will be able to

- explain what VoiceThread is
- discuss how VoiceThread may enhance teaching and learning
- propose ideas for incorporating VoiceThread
- comment on a VoiceThread
Webinar Overview

- What is VoiceThread?
- Why is it important?
- How is it being used?
- How can I use it?
- A demonstration
What is VoiceThread?

A web based tool for having conversations around images, documents, videos, and presentations.
VoiceThread

- runs in Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, and Chrome
- runs on Windows, Mac, and Linux
- requires up-to-date version of Adobe Flash
- app is available for iPhone, iPad, and iPod
- app is not available for Android yet
What is VoiceThread?

A web based tool for having conversations around images, documents, videos, and presentations.
Why is VoiceThread important?
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How is VoiceThread being used?
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Schools are trapped by a leadership dilemma: they require skilled, effective principals in order to outgrow their current dependence on these principals.

Tom Donahoe
## National Library of Virtual Manipulatives

Click here to learn more about the NLVM CD

**Virtual Library**  About  eNLVM  Buy Now!

- **Download New Free Trial Version 3.0!**
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Schools are trapped by a leadership dilemma: they require skilled, effective principals in order to outgrow their utter dependence on those principals.
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Schools are trapped by a leadership dilemma: they require skilled, effective principals in order to outgrow their interdependence on these principals.
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How can I use VoiceThread?

Discussions

Projects

Reviews

Presentations

Tutorials

Lectures
Discussions

- Case method
- Current events and issues
- Presented content and media
- Student work
Presentations
Presentations

- Student presentations
- Interactive presentations
- Graphic presentations
- Feedback on presentations
Projects
Projects

- Collaboration projects
- Digital portfolios
Lectures
Lectures

- Short lecture updates
- Supporting lectures
Reviews
Reviews

- Student peer reviews
- Reviewing video, graphics, and images
Tutorials
Tutorials

- Describing a process
- Creating a virtual tour
How can I use VoiceThread?

- Discussions
- Presentations
- Projects
- Tutorials
- Reviews
- Lectures
Demonstration

http://jhu.voicethread.com
How to Start

Decide on your topic, issue, or case
Collect a series of images, videos, or documents
Script out short opening comments and questions
Sign in at http://jhu.voicethread.com
Demonstration

http://jhu.voicethread.com
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Webinar Objectives
After this webinar, you will be able to:
- Explain what VoiceThread is
- Discuss how VoiceThread can enhance teaching and learning
- Generate ideas for incorporating VoiceThread
- Experience how it works

Webinar Overview
- What is VoiceThread?
- Why is it important?
- How is it being used?
- How can I use it?
- A demonstration

What is VoiceThread?
A web-based tool for having conversations around images, documents, videos, and presentations.

Why is VoiceThread important?
Asynchronous, engaging, virtual.

How can I use VoiceThread?
Discuss, Project, Tutorials, Lectures.

How is VoiceThread being used?
Participating

Resources
https://jhuvoiceshed.com